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Open Source Enterprise Solutions
Visual Studio 2008 is packed with features that help you create better software and do it with less repetition and drudgery.
Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies shows you how to make the most of this cool suite of tools! It’s
all here! This comprehensive, seven-books-in-one guide gets you up and running with Visual Studio 2008 in no time. You’ll
discover Microsoft’s vision for Visual Studio, get familiar with the .Net environment and languages, and learn how to install,
browse, and make connections with Visual Studio. Soon, you’ll be building applications for Vista, Office 2007, and mobile
devices; using AJAX and LINQ; and testing and debugging your programs. Discover how to: Understand Visual Studio’s role
in software development Work with .Net languages Develop applications for Vista Build smart client interfaces Use the
visual data designer Use Ajax controls Streamline application deployment Debug your applications Explore ASP. NET
services Work with strongly typed data sets Access data with Visual Studio Program with Visual Studio 2008 Build
professional reports with Crystal Reports Fully updated with new information on Vista and .NET Framework 3.0
development, MS Office application development, and more, Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies
also features a companion Web site packed with sample projects, supplemental podcasts, and a support forum. You’ll never
find a smarter way to get up to speed with Visual Studio 2008!
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Professional Visual Studio 2017
Created by world-renowned programming instructors Paul and Harvey Deitel, “Visual C# 2008 How to Program, Third
Edition” introduces all facets of the C# 2008 language through the Deitels' signature "Live Code" Approach", that features
hundreds of working programs.This book has been thoroughly updated to reflect the major innovations Microsoft has
incorporated in Visual C# 2008 and .NET 3.5; The many new platform features covered include: LINQ (Language Integrated
Query), Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), ASP.NET Ajax and the Microsoft Ajax Library, Silverlight-based rich
Internet application development, and creating Web services with Windows Communication Foundation (WCF). New
language features introduced in this edition: automatic properties, object initializers, partial classes and methods,
anonymous methods, Lambda expressions, extension methods, anonymous types, and collection initializers. Extensively
updated coverage of delegates.and more sophisticated techniques, including searching, sorting, data structures, generics,
and collections. Appendices provide essential programming reference material on topics ranging from number systems to
the Visual Studio Debugger, UML 2 to Unicode and ASCII.Appropriate for all basic-to-intermediate level Visual C# 2008
programmers.

Visual Studio 2010 All-in-One For Dummies
This concise guide is full of hands-on examples to guide you through all of NuGet’s features and use them in everyday
development of .NET frameworks. If you are a .NET developer who wants to learn more about NuGet, this book is ideal for
you. Although it doesn’t require any prior knowledge about NuGet itself, it assumes that you are already familiar with Visual
Studio and the .NET framework. All code in the examples is written using C# so you will also need at least a basic
knowledge of the language.

NuGet 2 Essentials
Visual Basic .NET Kick Start is a rapid-progression tutorial that presents Visual Basic .NET to working programmers already
familiar with another programming language or tool. This book speeds through basic concepts and focuses on practical
examples showing the advantages of Visual Basic .NET in ASP programming, application design and creation, and .NET Web
Services development. Because previous versions of Visual Basic are so prevalent, this book pays special attention to issues
developers face when moving from VB to VB.NET. Although Visual Basic .NET Kick Start assumes no knowledge of the .NET
Framework, it skips the handholding and basic programming instruction associated with entry-level tutorials. Full of code
examples, tips, and professional insights, this book is about maximum payoff with minimum effort for the working
programming who wants to use Visual Basic .NET now.
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Multiple Species Conservation Program (MSCP): Appendix B: Policies and agreements.
Appendix C: Implementation
Developing C# Applications for iPhone and iPad using MonoTouch shows you how to use your existing C# skills to write
apps for the iPhone and iPad. Fortunately, there's MonoTouch, Novell's .NET library that allows C# developers to write C#
code that executes in iOS. Furthermore, MonoTouch allows you to address all the unique functions of the iPhone, iPod
Touch, and iPad. And the big plus: You needn't learn any Objective-C to master MonoTouch! Former Microsoft engineer and
published app-store developer Bryan Costanich shows you how to use the tools you already know to create native apps in
iOS using C# and the .NET Base Class Libraries. The magic is in Novell's implementation of Apple's Cocoa libraries in
MonoTouch. You'll master the same elegant and rich Cocoa environment, but without the need to learn a new programming
language. Developing C# Applications for iPhone and iPad using MonoTouch takes you from your first "Hello, World"
example through the major APIs and features of iOS. The coverage is comprehensive and makes use of frequent examples,
complete with sample code you can download and reuse to create your own powerful and playful apps.

Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 Unleashed
Provides teaching suggestions, a skills matrix, and activities in mathematics to help students increase their critical thinking
and problem-solving skills.

Inside Microsoft Visual Studio .NET
A comprehensive, easy-to-understand guide to Visual Studio 2010 Visual Studio is Microsoft's comprehensive development
environment that encompasses the .NET Framework, various programming languages, and ASP.NET. Programmers love it
for developing applications for mobile devices and the Web. Because Visual Studio can be complex, the All-in-One For
Dummies format makes it easy for beginners to grasp its different parts and get up to speed. Visual Studio is a
development environment used with various programming languages to create a variety of applications, including those for
the Web and mobile devices The updated Visual Studio 2010 features new emphasis on development for Windows 7, cloud
computing, and enhanced Web and Silverlight Visual Studio 2010 All-in-One For Dummies shows how to build applications
using the enhanced productivity features of Visual Studio 2010 Minibooks cover a Visual Studio overview, getting started,
building Windows 7 and cloud applications, data access, coding, and other IDE details Ideal for new programmers or Java
programmers who want to become proficient with Visual Studio Visual Studio 2010 All-in-One For Dummies provides both a
great instruction book for new programmers and a valuable reference for the more experienced.
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Programming Visual Basic 2005
Digital Video Concepts, Methods, and Metrics
Your hands-on guide to Visual Basic fundamentals Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the fundamentals of Microsoft
Visual Basic 2013. If you have previous programming experience but are new to Visual Basic 2013, this tutorial delivers the
step-by-step guidance and coding exercises you need to master core topics and techniques. Discover how to: Master
essential Visual Basic programming techniques Begin building apps for Windows Store, Windows Phone 8, and ASP.NET
Design apps using XAML markup, touch input, and live tiles Tackle advanced language concepts, such as polymorphism
Manage data sources including XML documents and web data Create a Windows Phone 8 app that manages key lifecycle
events

Visual InterDev 6 Bible
Appropriate for all basic-to-intermediate level courses in Visual Basic 2008 programming. Created by world-renowned
programming instructors Paul and Harvey Deitel, Visual Basic 2008 How to Program, Fourth Edition introduces all facets of
the Visual Basic 2008 language hands-on, through hundreds of working programs. This book has been thoroughly updated
to reflect the major innovations Microsoft has incorporated in Visual Basic 2008 and .NET 3.5; all discussions and sample
code have been carefully audited against the newest Visual Basic language specification. The many new platform features
covered in depth in this edition include: LINQ data queries, Windows Presentation Foundation (WPF), ASP.NET Ajax and the
Microsoft Ajax Library, Silverlight-based rich Internet application development, and creating Web services with Windows
Communication Foundation (WCF). New language features introduced in this edition: object anonymous types, object
initializers, implicitly typed local variables and arrays, delegates, lambda expressions, and extension methods. Students
begin by getting comfortable with the free Visual Basic Express 2008 IDE and basic VB syntax included on the CD. Next,
they build their skills one step at a time, mastering control structures, classes, objects, methods, variables, arrays, and the
core techniques of object-oriented programming. With this strong foundation in place, the Deitels introduce more
sophisticated techniques, including inheritance, polymorphism, exception handling, strings, GUI's, data structures, generics,
and collections. Throughout, the authors show developers how to make the most of Microsoft's Visual Studio tools. A series
of appendices provide essential programming reference material on topics ranging from number systems to the Visual
Studio Debugger, UML 2 to Unicode and ASCII.

Visual C# 2008
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Learn how to build winning C# applications, start to finish, using the Deitels' proven methodology and signature LiveCode(tm) Approach! This new edition includes extensive use of Visual Studio 2005's new visual programming tools that
tremendously reduce the amount of code programmers need to write in ADO.NET and ASP.NET applications. With these new
tools, programmers can develop powerful ADO.NET and ASP.NET applications quickly and easily. You'll start with an
introduction to C# and Visual C# 2005 Express. After examining methods and arrays, the Deitels present an in-depth
introduction to object-oriented programming. They introduce powerful exception handling techniques for building mission
critical software; followed by in-depth coverage of C#-based GUI development. Coverage also includes: multithreading;
strings, characters; regular expressions; graphics; files and streams; and more. Next, you'll extend your C# applications to
leverage XML and .NET, as you master ADO.NET database access and ASP.NET Web services delivery. An integrated,
optional ATM case study teaches object-oriented design with UML(tm) 2.0 while a new GradeBook case study aids in the
discussion of early classes and objects. From networking to security, the Deitels present hundreds of expert tips on good
programming practices, avoiding errors, maximizing performance, testing, and debugging. For beginning programmers, and
for developers experienced with traditional languages who want to master C# quickly.

Visual Basic 2008
C# is undeniably one of the most versatile programming languages available to engineers today. With this comprehensive
guide, you’ll learn just how powerful the combination of C# and .NET can be. Author Ian Griffiths guides you through C# 8.0
fundamentals and techniques for building cloud, web, and desktop applications. Designed for experienced programmers,
this book provides many code examples to help you work with the nuts and bolts of C#, such as generics, LINQ, and
asynchronous programming features. You’ll get up to speed on .NET Core and the latest C# 8.0 additions, including
asynchronous streams, nullable references, pattern matching, default interface implementation, ranges and new indexing
syntax, and changes in the .NET tool chain. Discover how C# supports fundamental coding features, such as classes, other
custom types, collections, and error handling Learn how to write high-performance memory-efficient code with .NET Core’s
Span and Memory types Query and process diverse data sources, such as in-memory object models, databases, data
streams, and XML documents with LINQ Use .NET’s multithreading features to exploit your computer’s parallel processing
capabilities Learn how asynchronous language features can help improve application responsiveness and scalability

Visual C# 2005
Explores the fundamental theories and practices of Visual Studio .NET, covering topics including project-management tools,
the add-in architecture, programming the user interface, the code model, and designing setup projects.
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Programming Microsoft SQL Server 2000 with Microsoft Visual Basic .NET
A detailed handbook for experienced developers explains how to get the most out of Microsoft's Visual Studio .NET, offering
helpful guidelines on how to use its integrated develpment environment, start-up templates, and other features and tools to
create a variety of applications, including Web services. Original. (Advanced)

Visual Basic 4 Expert Solutions
Modeling Receptive Field Properties of Cat Visual Pathway Neurons Through Spatial and
Temporal Population Interactions
Developing Business Intelligence Solutions Using Information Bridge and Visual Studio .NET
Digital Video Concepts, Methods, and Metrics: Quality, Compression, Performance, and Power Trade-off Analysis is a concise
reference for professionals in a wide range of applications and vocations. It focuses on giving the reader mastery over the
concepts, methods and metrics of digital video coding, so that readers have sufficient understanding to choose and tune
coding parameters for optimum results that would suit their particular needs for quality, compression, speed and power.
The practical aspects are many: Uploading video to the Internet is only the beginning of a trend where a consumer controls
video quality and speed by trading off various other factors. Open source and proprietary applications such as video e-mail,
private party content generation, editing and archiving, and cloud asset management would give further control to the enduser. Digital video is frequently compressed and coded for easier storage and transmission. This process involves visual
quality loss due to typical data compression techniques and requires use of high performance computing systems. A careful
balance between the amount of compression, the visual quality loss and the coding speed is necessary to keep the total
system cost down, while delivering a good user experience for various video applications. At the same time, power
consumption optimizations are also essential to get the job done on inexpensive consumer platforms. Trade-offs can be
made among these factors, and relevant considerations are particularly important in resource-constrained low power
devices. To better understand the trade-offs this book discusses a comprehensive set of engineering principles, strategies,
methods and metrics. It also exposes readers to approaches on how to differentiate and rank video coding solutions.

Interpretation of Visual Motion
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An advanced tutorial on some of the most problematic areas of Visual Basic application development. Written by a team of
special authors, each chapter covers topics in their areas of expertise. Features a CD with all the source code from the book
plus multimedia audio/video clips, 32-bit OLE custom controls, and more.

Science Solutions
Inside Microsoft Visual Interdev presents the inside story on: -- Creating dynamic Web sites with powerful database
connectivity options -- Increasing your productivity with Dynamic HTML, integrated scripting, and reusable ActiveX "TM"
components -- Building server-based applications to seamlessly deliver advanced functionality to any desktop The enclosed
CD-ROM includes the complete Internet Client Software Development Kit, samples pages, and a wealth of additional
controls and examples straight from the development team that created Microsoft Visual InterDev. All of which makes this
book an indispensable tool that serious Web developers can use to build something great.

Developing Microsoft Excel 95 Solutions with Visual Basic for Applications
This book provides business developers and architects the information they need to successfully implement business
intelligence solutions using Information Bridge Framework and Visual Studio .NET.

Programming C# 8.0
Handbook of Ambient Intelligence and Smart Environments
More than just another tool book, this content-packed reference explores the reasons why you would use Visual Studio, the
techniques professional developers employ when working with this tool suite, and the architectural underpinnings of leadingedge application development. A major focus of the book is Visual Studios use of COM, which is the centerpiece of
Microsofts architecture. In addition, integrating with key BackOffice tools are covered including SQL Server, Transaction
Server, and Message Queue. Finally, full treatment is given to the use of Visual Basic, Visual C++, Visual J++ and the Visual
InterDev environment for distributed as well as web-based development. This includes the use of Dynamic HTML. Unique
coverage demonstrates cross tool development and how to build integrated programs and select the best development tool
for the task at hand.

Using Visual FoxPro 5
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Developing C# Apps for iPhone and iPad using MonoTouch
Bestselling author Michael Ekedahl's comprehensive text explores the .NET platform, discussing Visual Basic as an objectoriented, data-driven language. Tackling the numerous changes and enhancements to the .Net framework, this book is
designed for individuals with little or no programming background.

Microsoft Visual Basic 2013 Step by Step
Microsoft Expression Blend Unleashed is about learning a new tool for designers, but also learning a new mindset for
developers. Expression Blend enables the delivery of rich interactive applications, for the web as well as the desktop,
allowing you to take graphical assets and blend them with functional .NET code through the power of XAML and the WPF
platform. Microsoft Expression Blend Unleashed also features a C# Primer, introducing designers to the .NET Framework.
.NET allows the reader to extend the functionality of many of the WPF elements used in Expression Blend. The most
important concept for the reader to grasp is that Blend and Visual Studio together are about facilitating the kind of user
experience everyone wants from the applications they use. This book will give you the skill set whether you are a designer
or developer; from there, you just need to use a little imagination. Detailed information on how to… Design and develop
WPF applications Use Blend’s animation workflows Design and implement WPF template types Create and manage
Resource Dictionaries Master WPF Style templates Handle control events Understand advanced control properties in
XAML/Blend/C# Create customized controls through inheritance Understand the fundamentals of XAML-based design and
development Implement effective XML, CLR Data binding, and XAML template binding Extend XAML functionality with C#
code Implement video and audio in your applications Use Blend as part of your designer/developer workflow

Multi-View Geometry Based Visual Perception and Control of Robotic Systems
Our homes anticipate when we want to wake up. Our computers predict what music we want to buy. Our cars adapt to the
way we drive. In today’s world, even washing machines, rice cookers and toys have the capability of autonomous decisionmaking. As we grow accustomed to computing power embedded in our surroundings, it becomes clear that these ‘smart
environments’, with a number of devices controlled by a coordinating system capable of ‘ambient intelligence’, will play an
ever larger role in our lives. This handbook provides readers with comprehensive, up-to-date coverage in what is a key
technological field. . Systematically dealing with each aspect of ambient intelligence and smart environments, the text
covers everything, from visual information capture and human/computer interaction to multi-agent systems, network use of
sensor data, and building more rationality into artificial systems. The book also details a wide range of applications,
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examines case studies of recent major projects from around the world, and analyzes both the likely impact of the
technology on our lives, and its ethical implications. With a wide variety of separate disciplines all conducting research
relevant to this field, this handbook encourages collaboration between disparate researchers by setting out the
fundamental concepts from each area that are relevant to ambient intelligence and smart environments, providing a fertile
soil in which ground-breaking new work candevelop.

Visual Basic 2005
This text focuses on advanced topics and demonstrates the new features of the integrated development environment.
Readers will learn the powerful and fascinating techniques without repetitive pedagogical concepts, and without feeling the
burden of 'information overload'.

Mastering Visual Studio .NET
This book describes visual perception and control methods for robotic systems that need to interact with the environment.
Multiple view geometry is utilized to extract low-dimensional geometric information from abundant and high-dimensional
image information, making it convenient to develop general solutions for robot perception and control tasks. In this book,
multiple view geometry is used for geometric modeling and scaled pose estimation. Then Lyapunov methods are applied to
design stabilizing control laws in the presence of model uncertainties and multiple constraints.

Programming Microsoft Visual InterDev 6.0
Learn how to turn data into solutions with SQL Server 2000, Visual Basic .NET, and XML. Get a fundamental grasp of SQL
Server 2000 data access, data manipulation, and data definition T-SQL programming techniques, Visual Basic .NET
language enhancements, Microsoft Visual Studio .NET integrated development environment advances, and the state-of-theart technologies of the .NET framework. If you're looking for expert insights on how to build powerful, secure solutions with
SQL Server 2000 and Visual Basic .NET, this is the book for you.

Microsoft Office 97 : Visual Solutions
Open source is a free resource, available to anyone's contribution, and open to collaboration between technical
professionals resulting in increased reliability, more customization operations, and faster solutions than ever before. This
book helps readers understand just how to integrate open source resources as an enterprise solution. (Midwest).
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Microsoft Visual Basic .NET 2003 Kick Start
Business Week has called visual programming one of the hottest technologies shaping tomorrow's computing environment.
Catching the wave of this trend, this guide explores techniques for achieving viable, visual-based programming solutions. It
also explores future developments in the field, including bit radiation, layered image representation, and semantic image
modeling.

Microsoft Visual C# 2013 Step by Step
Written by a member of the Microsoft Excel technical team, this insider's guide introduces Microsoft Excel and Excel/Visual
Basic as full-fledged development environemnts. The book provides corporate developers and consultants with expert
advice on building professional-quality data access and decision-making tools that turn raw data into meaningful
information.

Building Enterprise Solutions with Visual Studio 6
Microsoft Visual Studio 2015 empowers you to write next-generation applications for any modern environment: mobile,
web, cloud, universal Windows 10/8.x, database, and beyond. This end-to-end deep dive will help working developers
squeeze maximum productivity out of Microsoft’s powerful new toolset. The authors combine authoritative and detailed
information about Microsoft’s latest IDE, with extensive insights and best practices drawn from decades of development
experience. Developers will quickly get comfortable with Visual Studio 2015’s updated interface, master its new
capabilities, leverage its extensive new support for open standards, and discover multiple opportunities to leverage its .NET
4.6 platform and language improvements. By focusing entirely on Visual Studio 2015 Professional, the authors go deeper
into Microsoft’s core product than ever before. You’ll find expert coverage of everything from debugging through deploying
to Azure, IDE extension and automation through cross-platform mobile development. Throughout, this book’s focus is
relentlessly practical: how to apply Microsoft’s tools to build better software, faster. Detailed information on how to Master
Visual Studio 2015’s updated interface and key tools: Solutions, Projects, Browsers, Explorers, Editors, and Designers to
improve productivity Develop robust cross-platform mobile apps for Windows, iOS, and Android using Apache Cordova
templates for Visual Studio Use the new ASP.NET 5 to build modern web solutions that run on Windows, Mac, or Linux
Develop Single Page Applications (SPAs) based on HTML5 and rich client-side JavaScript frameworks such as Knockout,
AngularJS, Bootstrap, and more Accelerate cloud development with the Azure SDK, QuickStart templates, and Azure
management portal Create mobile service solutions using ASP.NET Web API and WCF Streamline data development across
multiple platforms with Entity Framework 7 Develop modern Microsoft Office business applications Perform robust,
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automated unit testing as you code, increasing your confidence in changes and refactoring Extend the VS 2015 IDE and
Code Editor by creating custom, productivity-enhancing solutions Download all examples and source code presented in this
book from informit.com/title/9780672337369 as they become available.

Visual Programming Technology
Skip the basics and delve right into Visual Studio 2017 advanced features and tools Professional Visual Studio 2017 is the
industry-favorite guide to getting the most out of Microsoft's primary programming technology. From touring the new UI to
exploiting advanced functionality, this book is designed to help professional developers become more productive. A unique
IDE-centric approach provides a clear path through the typical workflow while exploring the nooks and crannies that can
make your job easier. Visual Studio 2017 includes a host of features aimed at improving developer productivity and UI, and
this book covers them all with clear explanation, new figures, and expert insight. Whether you're new to VS or just
upgrading, this all-inclusive guide is an essential resource to keep within arm's reach. Visual Studio 2017 fixes the crucial
issues that kept professionals from adopting VS 2015, and includes new features and tools that streamline the developer's
job. This book provides the straightforward answers you need so you can get up to speed quickly and get back to work.
Master the core functionality of Visual Studio 2017 Dig into the tools that make writing code easier Tailor the environment
to your workflow, not the other way around Work your way through configuration, debugging, building, deployment,
customizing, and more Microsoft is changing their release cadence—it's only been about two years since the last
release—so developers need to quickly get a handle on new tools and features if they hope to remain productive. The 2017
release is designed specifically to help you get more done, in less time, with greater accuracy and attention to detail. If
you're ready to get acquainted, Professional Visual Studio 2017 is your ideal guide.

Programming with Managed Extensions for Microsoft Visual C++ .NET
Your hands-on guide to Visual C# fundamentals Expand your expertise—and teach yourself the fundamentals of Microsoft
Visual C# 2013. If you have previous programming experience but are new to Visual C# 2013, this tutorial delivers the stepby-step guidance and coding exercises you need to master core topics and techniques. Discover how to: Create and debug
C# applications in Visual Studio 2013 Work with variables, identifiers, statements, operators, and methods Create
interfaces and define abstract classes Write robust code that can catch and handle exceptions Display and edit data using
data binding with Microsoft ADO.NET Entity Framework Respond to user input and touchscreen gestures Handle events
arising from multiple sources Develop your first Windows 8.1 apps

Microsoft Expression Blend Unleashed
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This book thoroughly covers the Visual C++ managed extensions and how to write Microsoft .NET libraries and applications,
plus features that are new to Visual C++.

Professional Visual Studio 2012
This special edition is a comprehensive tutorial and lasting reference on FoxPro for Windows. The book contains step-bystep lessons with real-world power user techniques. It covers every feature of FoxPro for Windows including RQBE, SQL,
Internet accessibility, multi-user capabilities, and the program's many application development tools.

Visual Studio 2008 All-In-One Desk Reference For Dummies
This revision incorporates the latest.NET features. Intended for beginning to intermediate level Visual Basic programmers, it
includes all of the hallmark features of the How to Program series: the Detiels' signature Live-CodeTM Approach, hundreds
of programming tips and an extensive set of interesting exercises and substantial projects. - Learn from thousands of lines
of code in hundreds of complete working programs - From the basics to ADO.NET database development, XML
programming, ASP.NET, Web Services, security, wireless applications, and much more - Contains hundreds of real-world tips
identifying good programming practices, common errors, performance optimization techniques, and debugging/reliability
solutions.

10-Minute Critical-Thinking Activities for Math
Leverage Visual InterDev's powerful collection of team-based RAD development tools and start implementing today's
hottest Web technologies on your site. Visual InterDev 6 Bible guides you through the entire Web development cycle -- from
mapping out your site to adding Dynamic HTML, ASP, Cascading Style Sheets, graphics, animation, and more. Loaded with
expert advice, tips, tutorials, and examples, Visual InterDev 6 Bible is the perfect InterDev reference book. The bonus CDROM features source code for all the examples in the book, an electronic version of Visual InterDev 6 Bible, a sample
database, and a copy of Adobe Acrobat 3.01.

Programming with Microsoft Visual Basic .Net
"This newest programming guide by bestselling author Jesse Liberty isn't your typical Visual Basic book. It's not a primer on
the language, and it won't dull your brain with arguments hyping .NET either. Its goal, rather, is to make you immediately
productive, creating Windows and Web applications using Visual Basic and its associated tools. Written for experienced
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Visual Basic programmers (from either a VB6 or VB .NET background), the book shows how Visual Basic 2005 can be used
to rapidly build modern web applications and new "Smart Client" applications, which combine the power of individual
computers with network data resources to deliver a rich interactive experience. You'll also learn the details of building
robust object-oriented applications, and a host of especially dangerous pitfalls to avoid when programming with Visual Basic
2005." - product description.
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